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<Tbe Chronicle consultations with the Imperial authorities 
mK the handling and disposal of 
will be made known.

regard- 
this year’s crops 

,, With the huge bulk of our
exportable surplus that is promised coming forward 
there would very probably be a distinct decline 
tn prices. Whether tentative arrangements for 
the reservat.cn of the Canadian crop for Im
perial purposes has been made is not known If 
such are made, however, it is to be hoped that the
Canadian Government will do nothing on the 
question of price that Would suggest a desire to take 
advantage of the mother country’s need. Not 
only, as the Financial Post says, would such 
cedure be ill-becoming, but it 
be remembered against 
interests at a later date.

In regard to the problem of transportation, there 
is good reason to believe that this is being quietly 
but effectively dealt with and that, when the time 
comes, ocean tonnage will not be lacking. Under 
present conditions, the depreciation in sterling ex
change seriously affects the grain business It
wmnoi hOWCVer’ the Rritisl> authorities
will not allow this matter to drift much longer but
ha arrangements will be made which will ensure 
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MARKETING THE CROPS.
I he demand expressed at a Calgary meeting 

this week that the Canadian Government, acting 
in conjunction with the Imperial authorities or 
independently, should purchase the wheat crop of 
Canada m its entirety, looks like another naif 
Western attempt to stir up local prosperity at the 
expense of the other fellow. The motive lying 
icliiud the meeting’s demand was given away by 

<*ne of the speakers in a remark that “of course 
there is the important question of price, but I feel 
certain that the Imperial 
that the farmer got government would 

a reasonable price.” That is 
to say, the Imperial Government is expected to 
come across handsomely without being much con 
cerned about what price it pays, just to oblige the
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further slump in sterling exchange.
Sterling exchange at New York moved sharolv 

downward to new low record levels this week 'Phi 
limit was reached on Wednesday when a low point 
of $4.50 was recorded from which, however there 
at%j.:V,|,mv but lrreKult“\ rally, the closing being 

621 4'A Yest,crday’ stcrl,ng further improved to 
Ï4.62J. A certain amount of speculation seems
for thVC MCn m evidencc and possibly accounts 
for the wild moves. At all events leading l ank ,g 
interests are apparently not ove, anxious in regard to 
developments, although sonic irritation is Mt in 
New Wk, that British authorities have apparently 

'?»* 'aking in hand a situation the
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misée! prosperity now when it seemed within 
1 he desire thus 

Hie mother

pro
grasp.

expressed, to take advantage of 
country at this present time, does 

suggest a very high standard of not
any case, nobody with any knowledge”1^ ever 
told the westerners that the mere growing and 
sc hng of this year’s wheat crop would bring back 

ospemy to Western Canada. Everybody who 
thinks at all must know that the West has got -,
like" oM tin ’ Hke thC reSt °f US’ before anything 

, °ld tlme Prosperity comes back. To expect
will do"thV?r'SvCrOPS Kr°Wn Undcr war conditions 
.. . thc tr,ck ,s merely childish. The best that 
lus year s crops will do is to enable the westerners

As showing the trade movements which are
?.. I ‘a.Ui,St‘ °l the Present depreciation in sterling 
ami other European exchange, it is stated 11,0 
exports of merchandise to the United k‘i„ 1 
from New York during the month".'^^^^ 
gated over $407 <,00,000, compared with Si , 
the same month last year. The July exports u 
Prance amounted to £34.500,000 compared with 
ST! Tr aR° T,“' -Ports to ltaly in 

thote t,/ti to over $7,000,000," and
those to Russia increased from about Si
to over $18,000,(MX). On the other hand* l?„r ' •exports to the United States have greatly'dém^

Probably within a short time of the arrival of 
Sir Robert Borden from England the result of his


